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ABSTRACT: One of the major positive outcomes from the Christchurch earthquakes has
been the rise in popularity of low damage structures. The design of such structures aims
to limit damage to the structural components so the buildings can be immediately
occupied following a significant earthquake without the need for major repairs or possible
demolition. Instead of the earthquake energy being dissipated by the development of
plastic hinge zones in the structural members, the non-linear behaviour is concentrated in
replaceable energy dissipators. Such dissipators must be simple to design, cheap to
fabricate, flexible in application, robust and replaceable. The U-shape flexural plate
(UFP) dissipator is a simple solution that meets all of these requirements. Consequently,
its use in low-damage-design structures has been increasing rapidly. However, limited
information was available regarding some of the design characteristics of UFPs,
notability the initial and post-yield stiffness. These parameters are critical in seismic
application in order to determine the dissipative capacity as well as the maximum
possible force developed by such a device. A parametric study of the UFP device has
been undertaken using a combination of experimental testing and finite element analyses.
Based on the data collected, equations which predict the force-displacement behaviour of
the dissipator are presented along with preliminary guidelines for their design.
1 INTRODUCTION
The U-shape flexural plate (UFP) is a form of flexural dissipator initially proposed by Kelly et al.
(1972) as a means of providing energy dissipation between structural walls. It has had a recent rise in
popularity due to its successful application in coupled shear walls, particularly rocking PRESSS
(Priestley et al., 1996) or PRES-LAM (Palermo et al., 2005) walls which have also had a recent rise in
popularity. UFPs are also cheap to fabricate and exhibit large stable hysteretic behaviour. Although
simple design equations have been developed for calculating the yield force of UFPs, the maximum
force of a UFP device exceeds the yield force due to strain hardening of the steel. Tests by other
researchers have shown that stresses are typically in the order of 145 – 215% that of the yield stress
obtained from direct tension tests. (Iqbal et al., 2007; Kelly et al., 1972; Pampanin, 2010). Accurately
quantifying this maximum force is critical in order to ensure capacity design principles are upheld and
that low-damage hybrid systems will re-centre as intended. Calculation of the initial stiffness is also
critical in order to ensure the device will activate during the expected earthquake displacements. If the
UFP does not fully activate during an earthquake due to failure to ensure adequate stiffness, the
coupled wall system will have a lower moment resistance than intended and consequently higher drifts
and more damage will be likely in the structure.
This paper aims to assist in the design of UFPs by presenting design equations based on a parametric
study. This parametric study uses a combination of experimental testing and finite element analyses to
verify analytically derived design formulae. The non-linear force-displacement behaviour of UFPs is
proposed based on the Ramberg-Osgood (Ramberg & Osgood, 1943) function.
2 BACKGROUND
U-Shaped flexural plates (UFPs) are formed from bending a mild steel plate section around a fixed
radius to form a ‘U’ shape, as shown in Figure 1. This bending is performed when the plates are hot in
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order to prevent stress concentraations being ppresent in th
he final U shaape. When oone side of th
he UFP is
subjectedd to a displaacement relattive to the oppposite side, the semi-cirrcular sectionn rolls along the plate
and worrk is done at the two poiints where thhe radius of curvature is changed froom straight to
t curved
and vicee versa. Thus the yielding
g point of thee plate is mov
ved back and
d forth alongg the plate.

Figure 1.. Practical bu
uilding appliccation of UFP
Ps in the Soutthern Cross Hospital,
H
Chrristchurch (leeft)
(Pampan
nin et al., 2011) and the Neelson-Marlboorough Institu
ute of Techno
ology Buildinng, Nelson (ceentre)
(Iqbal et al., 2007) and general UF
FP arrangemeent (right)

UFPs caan be designeed for a largee range of poossible displaacements and
d force levelss by varying
g the plate
thickness, width andd radius. Sin
nce the maxiimum strain is also direectly related to the geom
metry, the
design can also be made
m
such thaat the UFP caan undergo deformations
d
s from multipple earthquak
ke events
by considering low--cycle fatigu
ue criteria. U
UFPs have successfully been used in several structural
s
dissipation applications, more reecently as a device betw
ween coupleed timber shhear walls, liike those
shown inn Figure 1.
3 UFP
P DESIGN
The forcce provided by
b a UFP waas derived annalytically by
b Kelly et all. (1972) by relating the coupling
shear off the UFP to the plastic moment,
m
as sshown in Fig
gure 2. The plastic
p
momeent can be deefined by
Equationn 1 and is defined
d
when
n the entire rregion of a rectangular section has surpassed yield.
y
The
theoreticcal maximum
m force of a UFP
U can therrefore be determined, as shown by Eqquation 2.

M p = σ y ZUFP =
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The abovve equationss can also be derived for tthe yield forrce using the elastic sectioon modulus, S, rather
than the plastic sectioon modulus, Z. For a recttangular secttion, the yielld force is 2/33 the plastic force.

Figure 2. Cooupling shearr of UFP (leftt) and derivattion of momeent in terms oof theta (rightt)

The maxximum straiin in a UFP
P can be dettermined anaalytically by
y consideringg that the maximum
m
deformaation of the plate
p
will be in going from
m straight to
o curved or vice-versa.
v
SSince the radiius of the
curved ssection is fixxed, it is possible to derrive the straain that occu
urs in the plaate from maaking this
transitionn. Consideriing a small region
r
of thee straight secction of the UFP, as illuustrated by th
he square
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region in blue in Figure 2 (right), it can be seen that when going from the straight to curved section of
the plate, the blue region must deform. Around the outside edge of the UFP the plate must extend by
Δy, indicated by the light blue region, and around the inside edge, the plate must compress by Δy,
indicated by the dark blue region. Making use of geometry, the maximum strain is therefore equal to
the thickness divided by two times the radius, as given by Equation 3.

tu
Du

ε max =

(3)

The yield displacement of a UFP to be determined analytically using energy methods, otherwise
known as Castigliano’s Second Theorem (Castigliano, 1879). This method finds the deflection from
the partial derivative of the strain energy determined by the loads applied. For the UFP we are only
considering bending loads since there is no torsional component and the axial deformation will be
negligible. The general equation for Castigliano’s Theorem is given by Equation 4.
Δ=

∂U
∂F

(4)

The strain energy due to bending is found by taking the integral of the moment squared as given in
Equation 5.
L

U =

M y2 ( x)

(5)

2 EI

0

The moment due to bending is defined in terms of theta (as shown by Figure 2) by Equation 6.
(6)

M (θ ) = Fy ru (1 − cosθ ) + Fy ru

Solving this gives the yield displacement:
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The initial stiffness can thus be defined as:
Fy
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=
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4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
In order to characterise the behaviour of the UFPs connections, a series of tests were performed using
an Instron Materials Testing Machine. A displacement controlled loading protocol was used to
undertake the quasi-static, cyclic loading. The quasi-static loading regime consisted of three cycles at
each displacement level, with the maximum displacement being 82.5 mm. The loading rate was varied
between 0.5 mm/sec up to 5 mm/sec according to the magnitude of the displacement cycle. The
procedure defining the loading protocol was adopted from the ACI recommendations (ACI ITG-5.1,
2007).
4.1 UFP Specimen
One size of UFP was fabricated for testing. Certain aspects of the possible UFP geometry were
constrained by the possible materials and machinery available; the plate thickness and width was
restricted to the standard metric sizes available; the bend diameter was restricted by the roller sizes
available to the fabricator. A local Christchurch company, Bellamy and East Spring Makers, was used
to fabricate the UFPs. The largest bend diameter they could provide had an inner diameter of 120 mm.
A small ratio between plate thickness and diameter was desired in order to minimise strains and
accommodate large displacements. In order to obtain the design force of approximately 10 kN, a plate
size of 120 x 8 mm was selected. This gave a yield force of 6.4 kN and a plastic force of 9.6 kN as
given by Equation 3. Note the nominal yield strength of an 8 mm plate is 320 MPa (AS/NZS 3678,
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1996). A 100 mm sttraight lengtth between th
the end of th
he bend and the bolt fixiings was pro
ovided to
ensure thhe bend wouuld remain co
onstant. Twoo 16 mm holles were drilled into the straight regiion of the
plate so the UFP couuld be bolted
d into place. P
Previous testting by Iqball et al. (2007)) made use of
o welded
fixings; however, boolted fixings were chosenn due to the desire
d
of the connectionss to be easily
y installed
and replaaceable/remoovable.
The maxximum strainn in the plate, as defined bby the thickn
ness and diam
meter of the bbend was fou
und to be
6.3%. N
No failure datta exists for UFPs in thiis region of strain and normalised
n
sttroke, so it would
w
be
expectedd that the UFP
U
tested could underggo greater th
han 150 cyclles before fa
failure. Previious tests
carried oout on UFPs under reverssed cyclic looading showeed that the mode
m
of failur
ure is charactterised by
a localised kinking of
o the plate, followed
f
rappidly by a co
omplete transsverse fractuure (Iqbal et al.,
a 2007;
Kelly et al., 1972).
FPs were tested in paralleel in order fo r the loading
g to be symm
metric. This w
was done to prevent a
Two UF
moment being appllied to the loading appparatus and load cell. The
T UFPs w
were tested both by
themselvves and insidde the RHS housing. Thhe testing seetup of the UFPs
U
inside the RHS housing is
illustrateed in Figure 3 (left) and consisted
c
of the two RHS
S housing beeing fixed too a base platfform with
a gap in between. A smaller RHS
S section (reeferred to as the loading RHS)
R
was atttached to the loading
actuator of an Instroon testing machine
m
and was driven up and dow
wn between the two larrger RHS
sections in order to impose displacement dem
mand upon the
t UFPs. A 50 kN loadd cell was attached to
the top oof the loadingg RHS to reccord the loadd and a lineaar potentiomeeter on the siide of the Insstron was
used to rrecord the veertical displaccement.

Figgure 3. UFP test
t setup and
d example of experimenta
al hysteresis looop

The forcce recorded by the load cell has beeen halved so
o the force sh
hown in thee force proviided by a
single U
UFP. Figure 3 (right) sh
hows the forrce displacem
ment behaviour of a UFFP housed in
nside the
slotted R
RHS. The deefinition of th
he true yieldd point of a UFP
U is slightly ambiguou
ous, as the yiielding of
the UFP results in a gradual chan
nge in stiffneess; however, it is eviden
nt that the annalytical plastic force
under-prredicts the maximum
m
forcce in the UF
FP. It can be seen that thee maximum fforce in a sin
ngle UFP
is approximately 12.5 kN. This gives an ovverstrength factor
f
of app
proximately 185%. This is in the
range suuggested by Kelly
K
et al. (1972) who ffound that ov
verstrength can be in the order of 145
5 – 215%
greater thhan yield strress obtained
d from direct tension testss.
The hysteretic behavviour shown
n in Figure 3 does not suggest
s
failu
ure is imminnent since th
here is no
decreasee in strength.. One of the UFP tests cconcluded with
w twenty cycles at maxximum strok
ke and no
drop wass evident norr was any sig
gn of immineent failure ob
bserved.
5 FINITE ELEME
ENT MODE
ELLING
BAQUS finitte element programme
p
(ABAQUS Inc., 2011) was used to model th
he forceThe AB
displacem
ment behavviour of thee UFPs. A Finite Eleement Modeel (FEM) oof the UFP
Ps tested
experimeentally was developed
d
an
nd validated against the experimental
e
data.
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A 3D deeformable soolid made up
p of 2.5 mm tetrahedral mesh elemen
nts was usedd to model th
he UFPs.
The geom
metry of the model was that
t of the U
UFP tested ex
xperimentally
y, a 120 x 8 m
mm plate with a bend
diameterr of 120 mm
m. The steell material w
was modelled
d using a pllastic isotroppic yield mo
odel with
(combinned) cyclic haardening and
d was based oon measured tensile coup
pon samples oof the steel.
ng required the FEM to be properly constrainedd; therefore additional
a
Modellinng the UFP in the housin
boundaryy conditions were requirred. This wass achieved by
y using additional rigid bbody blocks on either
side of thhe UFP. Theese blocks weere assigned the same bo
oundary cond
ditions of thee UFP, with one
o being
kept fixeed with the fixed
f
side of the UFP, annd the other moving
m
vertiically with thhe moving siide of the
UFP. Thhe interactionn between th
he UFP and the blocks was defined
d by a surfacce to surfacee ‘contact
interactioon’.
The messh arrangem
ment of the UFP
U
with thhe block resstraints is sh
hown in Figgure 4 (top left) The
boundaryy conditionss of the UFP
P with the bblocks is sho
own in Figurre 4 (bottom
m left) along with the
contact iinteraction. The
T deformed shape of thhe UFP after the right han
nd end has bbeen displaceed 30 mm
downwaards is presennted in Figurre 4 (top andd bottom rig
ght). The max
ximum princciple stressess are also
superimpposed onto thhe deformed
d shape.

Figure 4.. Finite elemeent modelling
g of UFP: FEM
M mesh (top left), contactt interaction ssurfaces (top
p right),
principlee stresses duee to loading (b
bottom)

The FEM
M was run using
u
the sam
me displacem
ment cycles as testing however
h
only
ly a single cycle
c
was
applied aat each displlacement lev
vel. The elas tic material properties of the FEM w
were based on
o typical
steel prooperties, withh the elastic modulus
m
of tthe FEM matterial set at 200
2 GPa andd Poisson’s raatio set at
0.3. Thee yield stresss was also seet as 320 MP
Pa, the nom
minal yield sttress of an 8 mm hot rollled plate
(AS/NZS
S 3678, 19996). The beh
haviour of thhe UFP wass calibrated by
b altering tthe post-yielld plastic
material properties. Combined cyclic harddening with a Q-infinitty of 120 M
MPa and Hardening
H
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Parameteer of 4.5 wass found to beest match thee experimental post-yielding behaviouur.
A contouur plot of thhe stress distrribution in thhe UFP is sh
hown in Figu
ure 4 after bbeing subjectted to the
cyclic looading. The maximum principle
p
streesses are shown. The co
ontour plot sshows how the plate
yields inn the region where the curvature
c
of the plate changes from straight to ccurved. It can
n also be
seen how
w the maximum stressees occur onn the outer faces of thee plate, anallogous to th
he theory
presented in Figure 2.
2
merical forcee-displacemeent behaviouur of the UFP is shown in Figure 5 (left) along with the
The num
experimeental behaviour of both UFPs
U
tested (housed and
d un-housed)). The numerrical model evidently
models tthe cyclic beehaviour of the
t UFPs verry well, captturing the yielding of thee plates and the postyield behhaviour veryy accurately. The maximuum force maatches the exp
perimental ddata well but it can be
seen in Figure 5 (leeft) that the FEM did noot accurately
y capture thee Bauschingeer effect in the steel.
Consequuently, the nuumerical hyssteresis has a slightly greater area than that of the experimentaal results.
Modellinng the non-linear behaviiour of steel usually invo
olves some sort
s of tradee-off in accuracy. For
this situation, the most
m
importaant aspect off the modellling was to accurately ccapture the backbone
b
curve.

Figure 5.. Comparison
n of FEM hyssteresis with eexperimentall results (left)), non-linear regression off Ramberg-Osggood function
n with numerrical behaviou
ur (right)

6 PARA
AMETRIC INVESTIG
GATION
A param
metric investtigation of the
t UFPs haas been perfformed using the FEM developed from the
experimeental results. The param
metric investiigation of th
he UFPs invo
olves varyinng the plate thickness
and bendd diameter and
a examining how thesse parameterrs affect the yield forcee, yield displlacement,
initial sttiffness and R factor. Th
he R factor is a hardeniing parameteer that deterrmines the post-yield
p
stiffness. An R factoor of 1 defin
nes a perfecttly elastic maaterial and an
a R factor oof infinity a perfectly
elasto-pllastic material. A Rambeerg-Osgood function is fitted to eacch numericall analysis in
n order to
define thhe aforemenntioned param
meters. Eachh numerical analysis con
nsists of a m
monotonic lo
oading to
produce a force-dispplacement pllot similar too that shown
n in Figure 5 (right). A Ramberg-O
Osgood R
factor off 12 was usedd to match th
he data of thee UFP tested
d experimentaally.
6.1 Non
n-Linear Reegression
The yielld force, inittial stiffness,, yield displaacement and
d post-yield stiffness of the UFP mo
odel have
been fouund from thhe monotoniic response of the finitee element analysis
a
(FEA
A). The deccision on
whether to determinne the UFP parameters
p
bbased on thee monotonic response orr the cyclic backbone
b
a
conservatism. The monotonic response
responsee is again a trade-off in terms off accuracy and
underesttimates the peak
p
forces attainable
a
byy the UFP, an
nd consequen
ntly the equiivalent displacements
predictedd are larger for
f the same force. Howeever, if the cy
yclic backbo
one were to bbe used as thee basis of
the non--linear behavviour, the peeak forces w
would be oveerestimated and
a the equiivalent displacements
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under-predicted. This is due to the cyclic response relying upon repetitive reverse cycling in order to
develop the larger forces attributed to cyclic hardening. It was decided to use the monotonic response
for defining the non-linear behaviour since this was deemed the most appropriate for not overestimating expected forces or underestimating expected displacements.
The non-linear behaviour is approximated with the non-linear Ramberg-Osgood hysteretic rule
(Ramberg & Osgood, 1943). The Ramberg-Osgood hysteresis is suited for representing steel
behaviour since it shows a smooth elastic-plastic transition. For the Ramberg-Osgood function, the
larger the R factor value, the closer the post-yielding behaviour is to being perfectly plastic (Kaldjian
& Fan, 1967).
A Ramberg-Osgood function is fitted to the monotonic FEA using a MATLAB regression function
that estimates the function coefficients using an iterative least squares estimation (MathWorks Inc.,
2011). The initial stiffness can be extracted directly from the numerical data, leaving only the yield
force and R factor to require fitting. Figure 5 (right) shows the Ramberg-Osgood function that has
been fitted to the numerical data of the monotonic UFP analysis. It can be seen that the RambergOsgood function is an excellent representation of the behaviour. It should be noted that the effective
yield point of the Ramberg-Osgood function does not match where a change in stiffness occurs.
6.2 Parametric Analyses
The plate thickness of the UFPs was varied based on commercially available metric sizes (5, 6, 8, 10
and 12 mm thick plates). A standard plate width of 100 mm was used. Equation 3 demonstrates that
the plate width has a linear relationship with the force in the plate and therefore the results are
effectively all per 100 mm of plate width. The inner diameter, Di, of the UFP was varied from 60 mm
to 120 mm in 20 mm increments. The nominal diameter, Du, is equal to the inside diameter, Di, plus
the plate thickness, tu. In total, 20 numerical analyses were performed.
The yield force and yield displacement are presented in Figure 6 for the 20 numerical analyses along
with the analytical solutions. The results are presented for the various plate sizes and diameters.

Figure 6. Analytical, numerical and experimental comparison of yield force and yield displacement

The different colours correspond to the five plate sizes considered, with the diameter of the UFP being
plotted along the x-axis. The experimental data point has been linearly adjusted to represent a UFP
with a plate width of 100 mm instead of 120 mm. The analytical solutions are based on the plastic
force, given by Equation 3 and the numerical yield force is defined using the effective yield point as
defined by the Ramberg-Osgood function. It can be seen that the analytical plastic force matches the
effective yield point of the Ramberg-Osgood function very well.
The analytical solution for the initial stiffness has been found using Equation 8 and is presented in
Figure 7 (left) along with the 20 FEM analyses and experimental data point. For simplicity, the data
has been presented in non-dimensionalised form. The plate thickness, tu, has been non-dimensionalised
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by the bend diameter, Du. This dimensionless value is referred to as the ‘geometric ratio’. It can be
seen that when presented against the geometric ratio, the stiffness data points follow a single curve.
The analytical function fits the numerical data points and the single experimental data point extremely
well.
An empirical relationship to define the R factor has been proposed that also makes use of the
geometric ratio of the UFP. Shown in Figure 7 (right) are the R factors of the numerical analyses
plotted against their corresponding geometric ratio. It can be seen that the R factor shows a trend of
being larger for greater geometric ratios. This trend appears to flatten out for greater geometric ratios,
suggesting a logarithmic function would be a good fit to approximate the data. A logarithmic function
is fitted to the data using an iterative approach to minimise the squares of the difference between the
function and data points and is shown in Figure 7 (right).

Figure 7. Analytical, numerical and experimental comparison of initial stiffness (left) and non-linear r
gression of R factor (right)

The fitted logarithmic function is given by Equation 9. As far as we know, this relationship only
relates to the geometries considered here. Also shown in Figure 7 (right) by grey lines are suggested
upper and lower bounds for the R factor. These represent a change in the constant presented in
Equation 9 from 29.5 to 31.5 and 27.5, respectively.
 t
R = 7.1n u
 Du


 + 29.5


(9)

Since the R factor is critical in determining the peak force and peak displacement of the UFP, a
thorough design of a UFP may require the use of an upper and lower bound R factor. In this way the
maximum probable force provided by the UFP can be established by use of the lower bound R factor.
Likewise, the minimum probable force and hence the maximum probable displacement is obtained by
use of the upper bound R factor.
6.3 Summary of Recommended Modelling Parameters
Using the combination of experimental, analytical and numerical results, the yield force, initial
stiffness and Ramberg-Osgood R factor required for modelling UFP connections are given in
Equations 3, 8 and 9 respectively.
Fy =

σ y bu t u2

(3)

2 Du

16 Ebu
k0 =
27π

 tu

 Du
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 t
R = 7.1n u
 Du


 + 29.5


(9)

where
bu
tu
Du
σy
E

=
=
=
=
=

Width of UFP plate section
Thickness of UFP plate section
Diameter of UFP bend
Yield stress of UFP
Elastic modulus

7 CONCLUSIONS
Formulae for modelling the force-displacement behaviour of UFPs has been derived based on an
analytical, numerical and experimental investigation. The analytical formulae, based on fundamental
engineering principles, including Castigliano’s Theorem, showed a high level of accuracy with the
observed experimental and finite element (numerical) results. The post-yield behaviour was found to
be well represented by the Ramberg-Osgood function. Using non-linear regression, R-factor values
were determined and a function to define the R-factor proposed. Due to scatter of the R-factor values,
a lower and upper bound function were also suggested to help ensure a suitable design. Using these
tools it is believed a suitably accurate representation of the UFP device can be obtained for use in
seismic applications.
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